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1 Previous research and reasoning of the subject

The structure of today's global economy, i.e. the place of its individual elements and the characteristic connection among them show a totally different picture from what we have experienced in the second half of the 20th century. One of the essential moments of the change is the always stronger Asian expansion, within it the strengthening of China's global economic role. This country has had a unique way over the past 30 years, on the basis of the present prognosis she will probably become the first economy soon. As China has developed for today to such a global economic entity, the existence of which simply cannot be left out of consideration, this country calls an ever-growing interest. This trend is also characteristic of Hungarian scientific researches, a number of valuable studies are written both by experienced Hungarian sinologists and by younger researchers.

By carrying out this research, our aim was to be able to widen our economic knowledge about China and - within it - to be able to show relevant - in practice also useful - new results about a closer subject, the exchange rate policy of the country. We thought that no matter how much is dealt with the exchange rate policy of China, there still exist undetected partial fields which support the necessity of our research. In accordance with this, we have examined the various features of the exchange rate policy of the country from a special aspect, namely in connection with the long-term goals of China and the economic growth. We wanted to know whether special managing of the exchange rate influenced the countries’ economic performance.

Before stating our hypothesis let's see what results have been achieved so far in this subject. Several researches have dealt with the misalignment of renminbi and they tried to give a suitable evidence that the official Chinese means of payment would have been undervalued against the USD. Researchers agreed that before answering this question firstly they have to determine in what extent the real exchange rate of the Chinese means of payment differed from its equilibrium value, however there was no consent about the method, on the basis of which the reference value was worth calculating. Many authors took exclusively the commodity market processes into consideration, i.e. they concentrated on the price balancing mechanism of international trade: using the theory of purchasing power parity e.g. Bosworth [2004] and Frankel [2006] have also supported the great undervaluation of renminbi. Those who have used a much more complicated method based on the macroeconomic balance for determining the equilibrium exchange rate, have published different results. While e.g. Wren-Lewis (2004), Coudert-Couharde [2005] – testing the FEER (Fundamental Equilibrium Exchange Rate) method - have stated that the currency was very much

Seeing the differences, we have made a goal, that we will make a conclusion on the basis of our counting, which opinion we can share regarding the undervaluation of the renminbi.

Until now only very few empiric studies were published that tested how far China’s exchange rate policy influenced its growth. The reason for that is, on the one hand, that the new branch of growth theory in which the influences of different economic policy interventions are examined on the basis of the pieces of experience, is still in its infancy. (for example Williamson [1990], Razin – Collins [1997], Johnson et al [2007]) And within, there are still many unsolved questions in connection with the researches focusing on the influence of the exchange rate undervaluation on growth as well. (Gala [2007], Bhalla [2008]) Instead, as far as the topic is concerned, regarding China, the researches are more popular in which the exchange rate, as a variable that influences growth, indirectly occurs, it means that the success of the country is explained by the export oriented growth model. (Yao [2011]) The positive influence on growth of the Chinese undervaluation is proved by Rodrik [2008] and Bhalla [2008], for the reason that both economists examined the wide range of the countries; the pieces of new information regarding China are pretty limited. Owing to the incompletion of the specialized literature, we undertook to clear up the connection between the undervaluation of renminbi and China’s economic growth.

The quasi fixed exchange rate between renminbi and the American dollar has been a neuralgic point in the economic connections between the two countries for years. (Csáki [2011]) Many people (political decision makers, leaders of representative bodies, entrepreneurs) still mean that China’s exchange rate policy does harm to the United States, as it is worsening the status of the manufacturers and it causes serious position losses. The opinion after which it is reasonable that China changes its exchange rate policy has already been supported by famous economists’ empirical proofs (for example Cline [2010]). Not each expert agrees with the criticism. They say that the viewpoints of China and those of the world economy have to be observed as well and one also has to calculate that the shift towards a more flexible exchange rate can also cause costs beside profit. The opposing parties also take into account that the time of change has to be chosen suitably, so that it does not cause any damage to China’s development. (Frankel [2006]) Moreover, the Chinese say that they have the right to develop their own exchange rate policy the way as it is the most suitable for them and to execute the reforms in their own tempo. As, the problem is very important in terms of the development of the world economy processes, we thinks so that it is worth thoroughly investigating the different arguments and developing the own opinion in the light of the facts.

1These studies concentrated on the period after 2000, by what time the value of renminbi has been fixed at a high level against USD for a long time.
On the basis of the facts, we summarized in our dissertation we have set up the following hypotheses as far as China is concerned:

1. As a result of the exchange-rate steps made on the basis of the “reform and opening” politics – frequent devaluation and fixed exchange rate regime – the Chinese currency has become undervalued compared to the equilibrium exchange rate defined by us.

2. The Chinese exchange rate policy was consistent with the economic policy goals laid down in the beginning of the “reform and opening” politics.
   a. The fixed exchange rate system has supported the financial stability of China.
   b. The weakening of the exchange rate has contributed to the improvement of the external balance and to the economic growth of the country.
   c. The undervaluation of the renminbi promoted economic growth.

3. The acceleration of the exchange rate political reform process – going over to a more flexible exchange-rate system – is a necessary but not sufficient condition for achieving the economic policy goals of China which were fixed in the beginning of the policy of “reform and opening”.
   a. The disadvantages originating from the Chinese exchange rate fixing mechanism endanger the economic output of the country.
   b. The deepening of the Chinese financial globalization enforces the accustoming to the exchange rate policy.
2 Methods used

While determining our first hypothesis we have started from the conception of the “opening” which was characteristic from the end of the 1970ies. During this period - while China chose separation - the more dynamically developing countries in the wider neighborhood of China carried out mainly export-oriented economic development strategy. The excellent results of the East-Asian “Tigers” meant motivation for China, they showed how it was possible to take steps on the way of modernization through accepting foreign direct investments and accelerating foreign trade. (Naughton [2007]) In accordance with the above, China has started to carry out the good recipe, cancelling closing. The first step for the outward orientation was the formation of special economic zones and the opening of some cities at the seaside. Later on they gradually built down the administrative barriers of foreign trade.

Dollar (1992) means, the outstanding economic performance of the East-Asian countries could be explained - beside trade regime shift - by the special management of the exchange rate. One of the basis of the export-oriented method meant the nominal undervaluation of the currency to a great extent. This made it partly possible to accelerate the economic growth without accumulating considerable debt, however with the help of foreign capital. On the other hand, the intervention encouraged the sectors producing for export – in favor of greater profit realization – to increase their production. The success of the economies was directly supported by the FDI and the quick widening of the export volume besides it was indirectly supported by spillover effects. On the basis of the example, China has also often applied the devaluation of the currency as a means of strategy built on export markets. Our previous opinion was, that there was such a big intervention into the market processes, that as a result of this the value of the Chinese currency could have gone far from its equilibrium value.

We have divided our second hypothesis into several sub-points. Our sub-hypothesis No. 2.a. was in connection with the country's choice of the exchange rate regime. There is no unanimous answer for the question, which exchange rate system of the different types is more worth introducing, which will be better for the economy. (Magas 2007) A frequent argument for fixed exchange rate is, that a fixed exchange rate can stabilize the prices, as it practically works as a nominal anchor; it imports the monetary control of the country having low inflation. It ensures - with its useful feature - that harmful fluctuations of price level will not weaken the economic productivity of the country. It is also true that frequent devaluations in case of fixed exchange rates can have inflation effects. (Benczes 2009) Taking the above into consideration previously we thought it was possible that the fixed Chinese exchange rate for years was able to keep the prices stable, as there was such a big and stable economy behind it that carried out an internationally accepted, credible monetary policy.
In the two additional sub-hypotheses we concentrated on the supposed connection between the exchange rate policy of the country and the development of its macroeconomic indicators. As the basis of our first hypothesis, we have already used the theoretical connections of the external market oriented growth as a reason to some extent. When drafting our sub-hypothesis No 2.b., as the continuation of the preceding, we have already applied the theory for China. After the model, on the basis of the favorable relative price conditions that developed as a result of the devaluation, it came to the redeployment of the internal resources and therefore the production of the tradable products is increasing in the country. Moreover, the change of the prices also causes the inflow of the foreign capital that contributes to the improvement of the external sector too. To reach this, however, it is not enough to devaluate the currency, to improve the competitiveness of the external sector, the real undervaluation of the exchange rate is also needed. (Benczes [2009])

In connection with the devaluation of the currency, many discrepancies can be detected in the literature; the different theoretical considerations do not support its positive influences coincidently. On the one hand, the opinions, whether the balance of current account can be improved by the devaluation, are opposite; only the commercial conception acknowledges a positive connection, if certain conditions exist. (Szentes [2005]). On the other hand, the results of the specialized literature that is examining the connection between the devaluation and the output are also different, while, after the Keynesians conception the net export is increasing as a result of the steps that contributes to the expansion of the whole output too but after the theories that take into account not only the aggregated demand but also the aggregated supply, this proves effectual only in the short run. Thirdly, it is important to emphasize that after the theory, the real devaluation that happens after the nominal devaluation can only last for a short time because of the adjustment of the prices. (Eichengreen [2008]) As the synthesis of the theories, one can declare that the devaluation can only improve the external position and performance for a short time and even under the existence of different conditions. Keeping in view these criteria, we assumed that the nominal devaluation of renminbi several times encouraged the growth of China’s export and it contributed to the growth of the inflow of foreign direct investments too. We assumed that the conscious formation of the Chinese exchange rate has led to the realization of the export oriented growth model in the case of China as well.

We determined our third, sub-hypothesis No 2.c., through going back to the theses of growth theory. The literature that is examining the economic growth and its components represents a significant, well elaborated segment of economics, the partial field that produces dozens of growth models cannot be called free from contradictions. The most popular and at present mostly accepted theories, the endogenous growth models (Romer [1990]) did not figure the exchange rate under the factors of growth in any capacity. However, in the near past new branches developed in the
specialized literature that are searching the factors of the economic growth, even more experts are specialized on the examination of the role of institutions and different economic policies. However, those researchers (for example Easterly [2005], Acemoglu et al [2003], Rodrik [2008]), who accepted that the exchange rate as a political variable can influence growth, did not agree with each other, whether the volatility of the exchange rate or its level counts and their character what kind of a change can induce as far as their direction is concerned.

From those who are recently examining the undervaluation of exchange rate, Rodrik [2008] stated that in case of developing countries the high real exchange rates stimulate growth to significant extent. The same results are presented by Bhalla [2008] as well, regarding the connection between undervaluation and growth. As, one can see that the role of undervaluation becomes even more accepted in the specialized literature as far as the economic growth is concerned, we assumed that it must have an explanation power in case of China as well. Taking this theory as starting point, we assumed that the undervaluation of renminbi must have given a strong impulse for the growth rate of China’s economy. At this point we would like to point out that our hypothesis only considered the two variables, the existence of the stochastic connection between the undervaluation and growth and its direction. We did not aim to explore the mechanism of the positive connection to be proved, because a more detailed analysis of the causation relationship would need another research.

We formed our third hypothesis that already refers to the present with the reference of several theorems to China. Within that, in connection with the sub-hypothesis No 3.a. we focused on the selection of the exchange rate system again. After the literature that analysis the flexibility of the exchange rate, the using fixed exchange rates in the long run can demand significant sacrifice, it can induce economic activity suppression or increase inflation as well. (Magas [2007]) In order that a central bank can preserve the fixed exchange rate, it has to apply foreign exchange market intervention. In case of China - for the reason of the surplus of its current account – it means the slackening of the revaluation pressure, this way the absorption of the inward foreign currency and the pumping of the domestic money into the local economy. Logically, this results in the increase of the stock of foreign currency reserve of the Chinese central bank, on the other hand, the intervention results in the growth of the amount of the domestic money. Therefore, PBOC (People's Bank of China) is forced to offset the liquidity effect of the intervention that can be done through open market actions or other measures.

China has been insisting for many years on officially managing the exchange rate of renminbi. If we take it as a starting point that as a result of the speed up of the capital inflow in the 2000’s, how far the frequent and substantial adjustment that was needed could affect the monetary base, we have to draw the conclusion that the boom of liquidity could significantly increase the danger of the
economy becoming overheated, therefore China’s exchange rate policy mustn’t be maintained because of its character of endangering the balance of the internal economy. If we lay the emphasis on the fact that China continuously wanted to solve the above problem with the central bank’s sterilization we can assume – because of its potential costs – that China cannot run its exchange rate policy for a long time. At the beginning of our research, we thought so that China has already arrived at the point when it could make the possible best of the strategy, therefore, there is no worth using the fixed exchange rate system any longer because it is dangerous and expensive.

The basis of our sub-hypothesis No 3.b. was the correlation known as „Impossible Trinity” that declares that from three important targets of the economic policy one can only follow two at the same time, it means that the internal financial stability that arises from the fixed exchange rate, the increase of efficiency through the integration of the international capital markets and the sovereign monetary policy cannot work parallel with each other. (Magas [2011], Lőrincné [2004]) Among others it also means, if a country wants to remain autonomic as far as the national monetary policy is concerned and at the same time it increases its capital market integration, it is forced to give up the fixed exchange rate. However, in the spirit of the policy of „reform and opening” China has done numerous steps, one after the other, with which they join the circulation of the international capital, it means that the liberalization of the Chinese currency connections has increased. So, we thought so that this change has to entail a displacement constraint on the exchange rate flexibility too, it means that the disappearance of the capital market limits on even more fields has to support the fact that the close fixed exchange rate cannot be sustained any longer, if we assume that China is insisting on the autonomy of its monetary policy.

To test the hypotheses we mostly applied quantitative methods. We performed the exploration of the specific characters of the symptoms in connection with our topic through the analysis of descriptive statistics, while, to confirm our specific assumptions we also employed the tools of econometrics, it means that we specified regression models. As we wanted to reach reliable scientific results with our dissertation, we aimed to use primer resources first of all. Therefore, we used the statistics of numerous international databases. Before drawing our final conclusion, however, we compared the results of our different calculations with the pieces of experience of other similar researches every time. We examined the truth content of our assumptions on the processes of the past over thirty years; it means that our research included a fairly long period. The analysis was based on the announcement of the period of „reform and opening” in 1978, while, as closing date we have chosen 2008 because we did not want to deeply deal with the Chinese cyclical changes that is caused by the world crisis. Nevertheless, for practical reasons, we extended this time interval and it also occurred that by specific statistics we could not collect information for all years.
3 Results of the thesis

3.1 Undervaluation of renminbi

We have started our first analyzing chapter with the review of the important changes of Chinese exchange rate policy. We have stated that although – since the unified exchange rate system – China made the market powers always better influence the change of the exchange rate, de facto fix exchange rate has remained entirely until 2005. Beside this, Peking has systematically weakened the value of renminbi against USD: at the announcement of the “reform and opening” less than 2 CNY had to be paid for one USD, the official exchange rate has increased by 1994 to 8.7 CNY/USD. Between 1997 and 2005 the exchange rate was stably kept at 8.3 CNY/USD. On the basis of the gradual devaluation of the exchange rate we thought it was possible, that - as an effect of this - the exchange rate of renminbi could have gone far from its equilibrium value.

First, we have applied the theory of purchasing power parity for testing undervaluation. We have had the experience that the more simple, “alternative exchange rate” created from Big Mac hamburger prices – during the whole period of time – was much lower than the official renminbi exchange rate. Afterwards we have applied calculations including a wider range of products for making more exact conclusions. Purchasing power parity data – counted from the official GDP – originating from Penn World Table 7.0 database indicated, that the exchange rate of renminbi has become undervalued since 1981 and the level of undervaluation since the beginning of the 1990ies has always exceeded 60%. We have applied – beside the normal PPP conception – its corrected version with Penn-effect as well. As an explanation for the latter, the Balassa–Samuelson-effect used to be mentioned, because of which the purchasing power parity and the nominal exchange rate in the long run are rarely the same. In accordance with the usual practice in empiric literature we have as well calculated the undervaluation of the Chinese currency taking the production efficiency differences also into consideration. Using the statistics of the database of Penn World Table 7.0, firstly we have calculated the real exchange rate of the 186 countries involved in the examination, afterwards we have made a model estimation.

\[ e_{ri} = \alpha + \beta \ln y_i + u_i, \]  

(1)

In the above linear regression equation, \( \ln \) stands for natural logarithm, \( y_i \) is the income of country \( i \), \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are regression coefficients, \( u_i \) is the sign of error terms. The estimated regression line has caught the equilibrium situation and \( u_i \), the remainder term – the deviation of the actual real exchange rates from the estimated real exchange rate values – gave us the misalignment of the certain currencies. On the basis of our calculations - regarding the undervaluation of renminbi – for one year, for the year 2000, we have got a 15% value which was 20% percentage point lower in
comparison with the calculations of Frankel [2006]. After Johnson et al (2007), we have recorded for each year between 1952 and 2008 separate regression and we have stated that – also on the basis of this method – it is true: over the past wide 30 years renminbi has been undervalued.

As an alternative for determining the equilibrium exchange rate with the help of purchasing power parity, we have applied the method based on the macroeconomic balance. It has the advantage, that it is not only based on the market of products, but it takes the whole economy as a basis, on the contrary, the FEER approach does not give an exact methodological direction. Taking the example of Berg–Miao (2010) into consideration we have again made an econometric model

\[ e_{t} = \alpha + \beta \ln y_{t} + \gamma X_{t} + u_{t}, \]  

(2)

where \( X_{t} \) vector stands for investments, expenditures of general government sector, the openness, further terms of trade regarding the given country, and \( \gamma \) is a regression coefficient. We have applied all the other sings in the same way as the above. However, as most of the explanatory variables did not prove to be significant, we thought it was no use applying regression for the coming years, instead we have decided to summarize the empiric results regarding China which used the FEER method. We found that, however, the latter quantify different currency-deviations but just each of them confirms our assumption regarding the currency undervaluation.

3.2 Growth effect of undervaluation

We divided our analysis that is discussing the roles of China’s exchange rate policy into several phases. To prove our assumption we had to make sure first, whether the nominal undervaluation of renminbi is associated with its real devaluation. When analyzing the statistics of FRED Economic Data, we found that the price competitiveness of China’s economy improved significantly during the examined period. The fact that the real exchange rate can work as a variable of the economic policy is questioned by a lot of economists (for example Eichengreen [2008]). In agreement with Wyplosz [2010] we found that, however, one cannot reject the fact that in case of China, the willful management of the nominal exchange rate played a significant role in the development of the real exchange rate through years.

Before analysing the development of inflation we also touched upon the question how Peking approaches the issue of price stability. We stated that one cannot draw the conclusion from the fact that the monetary policy’s main goal in China is not explicitly the price stability – but the maintenance of the value of the national currency and stability and hereby to encourage the economic growth – that it would not be important for the country. Taking the time series of the Chinese consumer price index as a starting point we found that through closely fixing the exchange rate of renminbi to the currency of a great power of which inflation was historically low, the
inflation could successfully become stable from the mid of 1990’s. We did not think that only the fixing of the exchange rate played a role in it, nevertheless, we thought that the monetary anchor that serves the import of price stability operated excellently.

Hereinafter we examined the effects of the real devaluation of renminbi on the real economy. At first, we wanted to get to know the influence of the exchange rate that is brought on the foreign trade. The indicators that are measuring China’s export made evidence of a spectacular development. To prove the assumed connection, because of the endogeneity problem, in case of the both variables, it means the real exchange rate and the export, we applied their change. The value of the linear correlation coefficient suggested that there is a weak, almost inessential but positive connection between the data, however, the representation of the two data series on a scatter chart rather referred to the lack of connection. However, applying further statistical techniques, we could not convincingly prove the casual relationship between the real devaluation of renminbi and China’s export, nevertheless, taking our own calculations and the relating empiric researches as a starting point, we did not reject that there could be a moderate connection between the two variables. Furthermore, we stated that the boom of China’s export could rather be explained by other factors; just like for example the fact of the China’s association with WTO, the available plentiful labor force, etc.

We carried out impact assessments on foreign direct investments. On the basis of data of the World Bank, it turned out, that China has increased her import of capital over the years very much. As in the case of exports, so in the case of FDI we put the question, what has caused the significant gain? Describing the connection between the annual change of capital imports and the real exchange rate, we got a slightly small number for the correlation index. As the further statistical analysis haven’t proved the fact of tight connection, we stated that there are several other factors that influenced the countries capacity of capital attraction more, like the size of the Chinese market, special allowances for foreign companies etc. Nevertheless we haven’t rejected the relevant of relative cheap prices caused by the exchange rate policy. At last we checked how changed the country’s external position in parallel with the real devaluation of the renminbi. We found that due to the significant revenue from abroad China’s external balance improved a lot over the years.

Afterwards, we focused on the direct and indirect connection between the exchange rate policy and growth. Regarding the development of China’s export-coefficient, we found that there is no doubt that the strong boom of export played a significant role in the economic performance of the country. To accept the Chinese export oriented model we also examined how far it influenced the the value of Chinese net export within its output and the change of its value. On the one hand, we have learnt that the net export’s contribution to China’s GDP was fairly hectic in the past three decades. On the
other hand, as we divided the yearly growth rate between the three components, it turned out that the proportion of the final consumption typically exceeded the 50% all the time and just in every year this component represented the biggest proportion. We explained the relatively low proportion of the net export by the demand for raw materials that emerges by the reason of the fast industrialization and the important feature of China’s export, whereas, within this, the rate of the products that come from the assembling activity is very high. In spite of the relatively pure result of our statistical analysis, we did not question that China’s economic development was positively influenced by the participation in the international trade and division of labor, but in agreement with the opinion of Inotai [2009] we declared that, in case of China, it would be a mistake to underestimate the effects of the further factors of the aggregated demand produced on growth.

At last, we were curious about the explanation power of a special factor of the economic growth, namely, that of the undervaluation of renminbi. Stating that there is only a very few research in which the effect of the undervaluation of the exchange rate is tested exclusively on one country, we have set the goal to stop this gap and we examined the effect of the undervaluation of China’s currency on the GDP with a time-series analysis. In harmony with the researches that apply the growth theories in practice, we based in Barro’s regression (Durlauf et al [2004]); consequently our model included beside Solow’s factors a proxy variable that embodies the human capital, the index of openness and undervaluation too. After the suitable transformation of the variables, we have built a vector-autoregression model, hereby; we explained the time-series both by their own and the other variables’ latency.

Finally, our VAR-model became statistically acceptable through the use of six latencies and the leaving off the proxy variable. The Johansen co-integration test proved that there is a long term connection between the variables. From the analysis of the relating impulse-response we could draw the conclusion that the 1% change of the undervaluation of renminbi was followed by the mild speed up of the growth rate after 4-6 years. However, the positive effect proved to be very small, just about 0.02% and in the first years, after the effect of the J curve, a very low growth damping effect could even be experienced too. After some years, the effect of the shock has passed totally.

3.3 The sustainability of exchange rate policy

In our third analytical chapter we were looking for the answer whether any circumstance gives reasons for the significant change of China’s exchange rate policy at present. At first we took under magnifying glass the arguments that belong to the American main stream (Cline [2010], Bergstein [2010]) after which China’s exchange rate policy is responsible for specific internal economy problems of the United States. We could not accept the opinion that declared the connection between the Chinese exchange rate policy and the foreign trade deficit of America through relying
only on the flexibility approach of the current account. Instead, we agreed with the arguments of Frankel [2006] and McKinnon – Schnabl [2008] that deduced the development of the current account from the difference between the savings and the investments. Making a small detour to the field of the international law, we stated that, even if the declaration was true that China „manipulated” the exchange rate of renminbi, the present regulation framework did not provide any solution that the problem could be solved on a multilateral way.

In connection with the topic we also examined the assumption what would happen, if Beijing let the exchange rate of renminbi revaluate against the American dollar, as it is recommended by the USA. Using the relating economic principles we found that, thereafter, that as a result of this step the national economy demand of China would decrease anyway, it is doubtful how the bilateral foreign trade balance would develop. With our research we also pointed out that because of the special interdependency between the two countries, whereas, the big part of China’s assets is denominated in dollar, the revaluation would cause further cut on the welfare in the Asian country.

During examining the Chinese standpoints, it turned out that the development of the exchange rate of renminbi is complicated by the fact that essential circles did not fully agree in connection with the exchange rate policy. From the definitive institutions, only PBOC, who is worrying about the price stability, favored the support of the reform. China’s leaders, because of the even more often public disturbances in the provinces, refused the change for a long time. They were afraid that the still existing social tensions would get worse, if they let the exchange rate to be revaluated because it must have produced the worsening of the income possibilities of the local manufacturers and the increase of the unemployment. Surveying the analyses of Chinese researchers we found that, however, in the circles of Chinese scientists (such as He [2013]) it was not questioned that China ought to change its exchange rate policy in its own interest but they unanimously refused the fast revaluation of renminbi. In connection with the official Chinese interpretation, we could conclude that China – even, if with some doubts – but for some time, acknowledges the necessity of reforms more and more. After studying the different pros and cons regarding the change of the exchange rate policy, we wanted to form our standpoint through examining the topic from further aspects.

At first we tried to get to know the mechanism of the maintenance of fixing the exchange rate and its potential limits better. Analyzing the statistics of the Asian Development Bank, we found that in the 2000’s the interest of the foreign investors has significantly increased for the country. We also found that, in an unusual way, both the current account and the capital and financial account balances have shown a positive surplus for a long time. The gigantic cash inflow demanded the active presence of the central bank on the foreign exchange market because it put a appreciation pressure on the exchange rate of renminbi. Following the intervention, the foreign currency reserve
of the country increased with about 40% in the average per year in the period between 2000 and 2008. We stated that, however China did everything to stop the in parallel increasing interbank liquidity; the monetary sterilization could not fulfill its mission in full as the money supply increased very fast further on. We considered it as indicative that the danger of becoming overheated that arises from the development are confirmed by many price indexes, whereas, we thought that their typical increase of some years still do not give any reason for the necessity of changing the exchange rate policy radically. When forming our opinion we also kept our idea in mind that, if China gives up the pegging in an instant way it can very easily result in the collapse of the economy.

In the second part we examined how far the present features of the capital market liberalization of the country confirm the topicality of the increase of the exchange rate flexibility. Our research has shown that the most of the restrictions were cancelled in respect of the FDI; however, we cannot speak about the total freedom in connection with it either. By hindering the further obstacles in connection with the further capital transactions, China was very careful. After the short historical survey, we tried to quantify the Chinese financial globalization different ways too. The KAOPEN indicator concerning China suggested that the financial integration of the country is very poor and no significant improvements have happened since 1993. As we considered this statement as extreme, we also characterized the financial globalization level of China with de facto index-numbers too. Using the data of Lane – Milesi-Ferretti [2007] all developments of the foreign assets and liabilities in relation to the GDP show that China’s financial integration significantly deepened from year to year. Finally, we also called the trilemma indices that quantify the three dimensions of the „Impossible Trinity” thesis. From their development in the past we draw the conclusion that in parallel with the cutting on the capital limits of China it has to move on the point of fixing the exchange rate more and more in the future too.

4 Conclusion

In our dissertation we laid emphasis on the more thorough knowledge of the different segments of China’s exchange rate policy, furthermore, our goal was to be able to draw relevant and new conclusions about the connection between the exchange rate and the economic empowerment of the country. At first, we went around the questions of the undervaluation of renminbi. This subject matter is a less investigated partial field in the Hungarian special literature; the kind of a study that would quantify the misalignment of the Chinese currency cannot be found. To resolve the discrepancy, following the method of Frankel [2006] we tried to prove our hypothesis regarding the undervaluation with an econometric modeling. After the synthesis of the results of the international researches and those of our own calculations, we stated that even though the different approaches
do not show the same degree as far as the depart from the equilibrium exchange rate of renminbi is concerned, nevertheless, the fact of undervaluation regarding the examined period could not be questioned. It means that we found our first assumption to be true.

I. As a result of the exchange-rate steps made on the basis of the “reform and opening” politics – frequent devaluation and fixed exchange rate regime – the Chinese currency has become undervalued compared to the equilibrium exchange rate defined by us.

In our second analytical chapter we were running further retrospective analyses and we executed the exploration of the effects of the exchange rate policy in the past. We stated that the fixation of exchange rate between renminbi and dollar at a high level provided an adequate framework, so that China could get closer to its growth target during the period observed. We could not accept the myth of export-led growth; our research did not prove explicitly the close connection between the export performance and the growth. Nevertheless, we did not call in question either that the participation of China in the international trade induced a strong growth impulse. In addition, we were dealing with a relatively unexplored field in the international special literature too, namely, the impact of undervaluation on growth. As results regarding China in this topic are very poor (Rodrik [2008], Bhalla [2008]), we worked out an own solution, we executed the impact study with the method of time series analysis. The result we obtained with the econometric methods proved the fact of undervaluation, however, in contradiction to the former researches the influence on growth seemed to be fairly moderate. We could accept our second hypothesis and its sub- hypotheses only with partial modifications in accordance with the above mentioned.

II. The Chinese exchange rate policy was consistent with the economic policy goals laid down in the beginning of the “reform and opening” politics.

a. The fixed exchange rate system has supported the financial stability of China.

b. The weakening of the exchange rate has partly contributed to the improvement of the external balance and to the economic growth of the country.

c. The undervaluation of the renminbi slightly promoted economic growth.

In the last analytical unit we wanted to draft a situation that summarizes the present condition of China’s national economy and with the assistance of which we can formulate a relevant recommendation regarding the future development of the exchange rate policy that is useful in the practice as well. After the survey of sharp professional discussions in connection with the subject and the clash of different arguments (Bergsten [2010], Cline [2010], McKinnon – Schnabl [2008],
He [2013]), we stated that, however, the international accusations did not justify that China should radically change its exchange rate policy, but because of their own interests, the prosperity of the country it is effective to carry on the already launched reforms after all. Our examinations showed that the frequent sterilised foreign exchange market intervention that was carried out by the PBOC not even burdened the country very much; it could not stop the danger of overheating either. Moreover, the examination of the reform of China’s exchange rate policy also confirmed that the reform of it will be necessary also in the future in order that the country can move ahead on the way to its goals. As we did not consider as established to speed up the processes, we accepted our third assumption and its sub-hypothesis in the following form.

**III. The continuation of the exchange rate political reform process – going over to a more flexible exchange-rate system – is a necessary but not sufficient condition for achieving the economic policy goals of China which were fixed in the beginning of the policy of “reform and opening”.**

a. **The disadvantages originating from the Chinese exchange rate fixing mechanism endanger the economic output of the country.**

b. **The deepening of the Chinese financial globalization enforces the accustoming to the exchange rate policy.**

When writing our dissertation, we laid emphasis on presenting a high quality work. In order to reach this, we tried to use even more results of Chinese researches; we obtained our statistics exclusively from primary sources. In addition, we wanted to meet the criteria of originality too, that is why we set the target for us to analyze China’s exchange rate policy after a different aspect. The main point of the new mode of interpretation was that we do not only examine the happenings in themselves but we also assessed them in view of the long-term targets. Accordingly, we did not only examine the effect of the exchange rate policy on the basis of the past but the present too. However, owing to the length limits, we could not touch upon the detailed analyses of the future, in our opinion; it would be practical to carry forward the process approach we launched.

It could mean a new direction of research, if we combined the future reach of the goals of the economic policy that were drafted at the beginning of the „reform and opening” policy with the specific results of the exchange rate policy so far. The motivation for combining the two issues, namely, the long-term Chinese growth and the huge available currency reserve of the country is provided by the fact that it is not really discussed in the special literature what kind of advantages the use of the significant property could bring for China. Taking as starting-point the present ruling growth theory, after which the long-term growth is based on the technological development, we
think so that with the suitable management of China’s surplus currency reserves, it means well-considered strategic investments, China could be able to maintain the high speed of its growth. China could obtain so useful information and developed technologies of which import, their establishment and improvement by their own companies would generate a strong growth impulse and hereby, the country could catch up with the level of the developed countries in the course of time.
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